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ABSTRACT

Does there exist a compact set of visual topics in form of key-
word clusters capable to represent all images visual content
within an acceptable error? In this paper, we answer this ques-
tion by analyzing distribution laws for keywords from im-
age descriptions and comparing with traditional techniques in
NLP, thereby propose three assumptions: Sparse Distribution
Attribute, Local Convergent Assumption and Global Conver-
gent Conjecture. They are essential for keywords selection
and image content understanding to overcome the semantic
gap. Experiments are performed on a 60,000 web crawled
images, and the correctness is validated by the performance.

Index Terms— Image retrieval, Image annotation, Topic
Models, Keyword selection

1. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of keywords distribution is of great importance
for image semantic understanding and annotation. Especially
when the volume of data is huge, it is vital to choose reason-
able set of keywords to improve the stability and accuracy for
retrieval. Besides, the precision for image annotation always
being unacceptable is partially because of the noise existed in
the description of images. Furthermore, keywords selection
strategy and topics extraction for visual content can also be
developed based on the analysis of keyword distribution for
images’ description.

Within the domain of natural language processing and in-
formation retrieval, keyword distribution and word frequency
have been hot research fields for a long time. Famous empir-
ical statistical laws such as Zipf’s Law [1, 2] and Heaps Law
[3] showed some credible conjectures and provided statisti-
cal evidence for current NLP techniques, especially the Topic
Models [4], which aims at finding a compact set of topics to
describe content of documents. The most classical work these
years is done by D. Blei & M. Jordan in [5, 6], via Latent
dirichlet allocation and Hierarchical Bayesian Process mod-
els, and was impressed by its rigor in mathematics and widely
usage in application for information retrieval.

However, for visual content of images, the similar work
has not been paid much attention to until recent years, as
the development of local descriptors. At the same time, Vi-
sual Vocabulary and Bag-of-Words, which are based on the
analysis for distribution of local descriptor points within im-
ages, provided a sensible solution for image content analysis
on the semantic level [7, 8]. It was widely applied in object
recognition in images and Content-based Image Retrieval [9].
Furthermore, it is also helpful to discuss the high level se-
mantic items’ distribution as done in [9], which is a guidance
for more optimized and balanced hierarchy of visual seman-
tic structure. Unfortunately, its intrinsic visual-oriented at-
tribute necessitates its performance not being as prominent
when dealing with problems correlated with languages.

For more traditional & common approaches, such as im-
age search engines like Google Image Search and considering
the human’s cognitive process, it is more reasonable to change
the way of indexing and describing images back to using key-
words. Thus, choosing keywords for image description (tags)
and estimating the scale of index terms is of great importance.
This will not only greatly reduce the speed when indexing or
searching, but also improve the accuracy and stability when
image annotation, which can be attributed to the eliminating
of noisy data such as stop-words or irrelevant keywords. Lu
& Zhang firstly proposed a strategy of choosing keywords for
web-downloaded images by analyzing image distribution on
both visual and keywords aspects [10]. While at the same
time, Liu proposed a Complete Set framework which opti-
mized both image distribution and keyword distribution using
Bipartite-LSA in [11]. Despite the positive, the former work
lacks further analysis for global distribution but concentrating
on the relationship within K-Nearest-Neighbors; And the as-
sumption proposed in [11] is not so convinced because of the
absence of enough credible evidence.

In this paper, we focus our research on discovering the law
of distribution for image descriptions keywords, and hence
illustrate the relationship between keywords from the visual
aspect based on the statistical analysis of them. This work is
foundation for further research and development, including
keyword selection, topic extraction and scale of index terms
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estimation. By comparing our results with those of natural
language and visual vocabulary, we propose the following
three hypothesis on keywords of image descriptions:
1. Sparse Distribution Attribute: keywords for image de-

scriptions (short as “keywords” only in rest of this pa-
per if no special declaration) is sparse-distributed, and
within a local scale there are always a quantity of items
with high similarity that can be clustered.

2. Local Convergent Assumption: keywords distribution
is locally convergent. It means that for a definite set of
images, its content will converge to a finite subset of
semantic items.

3. Global Convergent Conjecture: from statistical results
we obtained and compared with distribution for NLP
documents, more detail inference is made. It suggests
that as the image volume increases, images’ visual con-
tent can be represented using a finite set of keywords.

These three assumptions construct the foundation for fur-
ther research on text-based images’ content understanding,
especially for image annotation, topic discovering for images
and semantic items selection.

2. SPARSE DISTRIBUTION OF KEYWORDS : FROM
THE VISUAL ASPECT

2.1. Preliminary

We downloaded 52,000 images from Flickr (www.flickr.com)
with descriptions & tags together for each image, and count
each word’s frequency occurring in this image data set. We
also calculate the similarities between keywords from the vi-
sual aspect, following the method in [12] by representing each
keyword using its distribution across whole set of images, and
construct the correlation matrix thereby. Suppose vector �Ki

and vector �Kj are distribution vectors for keyword i and j,
and each element Ki,m in these vectors represents the proba-
bility of image m labeled by keyword i. Then, the similarity
between keywords i and j can be obtained by the cosine simi-
larity between their corresponding vectors, shown as follows:

Simi,j = Cos( �Ki, �Kj) =
�Ki · �Kj

‖ �Ki‖ · ‖ �Ki‖
This similarity for keywords is more suitable for keywords
from image description, since compared with traditional ap-
proach it reflects the distribution of semantic items from the
visual aspect but not only as a distribution of documents. Be-
sides, other common statistical techniques are also adopted.

2.2. Sparse Distribution of Keywords

Figure 1 Shows top 1000 keywords of correlation matrix, in
which blue indicates irrelative at all and red indicates totally
similar. From this figure, it is obvious that: 1) Generally,
the keywords are distributed sparsely as most keywords are

not relative or have small similarity. 2) There are quantity
sets of keywords which are with high similarity inside and
clustered together regularly. The sparse-distributed instinct
and highly-correlated property inside clusters provide an ev-
idence for a more compact representation of images’ content
via keywords.

Fig. 1. Visualization of top 100 keywords’ correlation matrix,
blue indicates irrelative while red stands for totally similar.

More details can be observed by looking into the key-
words distribution. Within top 100 keywords, we find fol-
lowing sets of keywords highly correlated as shown in Table
1, corresponds to the significant clusters in Figure 1. In this
example, the threshold of similarity is set as 0.8.

Table 1. Samples for set of keywords with high correlation
extracted from image database
Keywords Topic
original, arches , d60, dslr, nikkor,
slr, canon

related with Camera

sail, sails, sailing, lines, ship, port related with Sail
historic, Sandiego, lighthouse, tall related with Place

Figure 2 shows a statistical results on keywords’ fre-
quency distribution with X and Y axes taken logarithm.
Keywords are ranked by their frequency occurring in current
image database. Comparing with the distribution of keywords
in Zipf’s Law, which is always a straight line in Log-Log co-
ordinates, it distributes along with a convex curve. It can
mainly attribute to the ambiguities of visual content. The
ambiguity of visual content would not only connect semantic
items together, such as keyword correlation analysed above
from the visual aspect, but also is capable to introduce noise
and redundancy to text descriptions. This problem is usu-
ally stated as the semantic gap between visual contents and
user intention when describing semantic items. For instance,
keywords within same picture representing common visual
object or scene would share similar distribution based on
visual content, but on the other hand it would increase the
chance to cause noise and redundancy by the ambiguity in-
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stinct of visual itself, and hence pull the distribution curve up
as shown in Figure 2. More directly speaking, users tend to
label same object in images with multiple tags.

Fig. 2. Word distribution. The blue series points is word
distribution from image descriptions and the other two are
Riemann’s ζ function with exponents 1 and 0.3 respectively.
Words are ranked by frequency(Log-Log Plot)

To summarize, according to the analysis and discussion
above, we can conclude that the keywords distribution is af-
fected by the ambiguities of visual content, and as a result
noise and redundancy are introduced to text description for
images. Thus, keywords are distributed sparsely and similar
keywords can be clustered together based on their similarities,
which is indicated in the Sparse Distribution Assumption. It
also suggest that to understand images semantic better and
reduce the semantic gap, it is sensible to make use the sparse
distribution assumption and modify the distribution more rea-
sonable.

3. CONVERGENCE OF KEYWORD DISTRIBUTION
: INSIDE THE VISUAL ASPECT

3.1. Locally Convergence

Figure 3 shows the statistical results on percentage of im-
ages within current image data set which are labeled by given
number of keywords. Obviously, for a definite set of images,
since their topic of visual content is finite, even a small part of
keywords are capable to represent all the semantic meanings.
From the Sparse Distribution Assumption, this conclusion is
also easy to access: since the sparse distribution of keywords
and highly correlation within clusters of keywords, there is
much space to compress for current representation of images.
Consequently, we can predict: for a definite set of images,
its content will converge to a finite subset of semantic items.
This property is defined as Local Convergent Assumption.

3.2. Global Convergence

Dose there exist a compact set of keywords of semantic items
which is capable to cover all images’ semantics? This prob-
lem is proposed by Liu in [11], but not resolved. As shown

Fig. 3. Percentage of images labeled by given number of key-
words. The keywords are ranked by their frequencies.

in Figure 2, the distribution of keywords is bounded by two
Riemann’s ζ function with exponents 1 and 0.3 respectively.
Regardless the noise and redundancy, we treat this distribu-
tion following Zipf’s Law, and suppose it obeys the following
distribution:

f(k; s,N) =
1/ks

∑N
n=1 1/n

s
, 0.3 ≤ s ≤ 1 (1)

where s is the exponent, N is the total number of words and
f(k; s,N) will then be the fraction of the occurrence of the
kth most common word. Proof by contradiction, if this distri-
bution can afford infinite semantic items, such as sets of key-
words or topics, the denominator of Equation 1 can be formed
as Riemann’s ζ series with small exponent:

ζ(s) =
∞∑

n=1

1

ns
= ∞ (2)

which indicates that the series will never convergent at all.
Thus, there is no models affording such infinity assumption
when contradiction comes up.

Therefore, we can make the conjecture: as the image vol-
ume increases, images’ visual content can be represented us-
ing a finite set of keywords instead of using all if regardless
of the noise. We name this principle as Global Convergent
Conjecture. It suggest that choosing finite sets of keywords
or topics to describe images content is acceptable under the
tolerance of some performance drop, but will increase the sta-
bility of retrieval for images as pointed out in [11].

Besides the above, it also give the reason why traditional
Topic Models [4, 5, 6] fails at improving the accuracy of im-
age retrieval. That is the ambiguity of visual content introduc-
ing noise and redundancy, and pulling the distribution away
from normal Zipf’s Law which is the basis for most NLP tech-
niques. To treat images visual content, a novel methodology
should be involved.

4. EXPERIMENT & FURTHER DISCUSSION

In this section, an experiment is designed to validate the ef-
fectiveness and correctness of our three assumptions. The ex-
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periment aims at eliminating noise and redundancy via key-
words selection and visual topics extraction, and Complete
Set framework and Bipartite-LSA in [11] is adopted as the
basic rules for optimization, trying to find a finite set of vi-
sual topics in form of keywords clusters. Then newly defined
distribution is accounted based on the annotation results of
these selected keywords. The whole experiment is performed
on a web-crawled image database containing nearly 60,000
images together with Washington Image database for image
annotation.

(a) All keywords (a) smooth part of all keywords

Fig. 4. Keywords Frequency Distribution for selected topics
by Complete Set and Bipartite-LSA

The algorithm chooses totally 1167 keywords and 75
topics out of 12558 keywords, and newly chosen keywords’
frequency distribution is shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 (a)
shows the distribution for all selected keywords by complete
set while (b) shows the details for the smooth part within the
top 100 keywords eliminating first 10 words as stop words
and removing the long tail. From the results, it is obvious that
after keywords selection, the keywords distribution trends to
obeying the classical Zipf’s Law.

However the long tail in (a) is still a problem to solve in
future work. It may due to the absence of considering diver-
sification for visual content, which improve the richness of
topics and semantics, and hence smooth the curve reasonably.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focus our research on relationship between
image description keywords and trying to discover the under-
lying distribution for keywords from the visual aspect. By
analyzing and comparing with traditional laws in NLP, we
make three assumptions: Sparse Distribution Attribute, Lo-
cally Convergent Assumption and Global Convergent Con-
jecture. These form the foundation for keywords selection
and visual topic extraction in image understanding and anno-
tation in the future.
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